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Abstract. Wi-Fi hotspots are one of the most promising scenarios for mobile computing. In this
scenario, a very limiting factor is the shortage of energetic resources in mobile devices. Legacy
networking protocols are very inefficient in terms of energy management. This work focuses on a
network architecture for energy-efficient mobile-Internet access through Wi-Fi hotspots (PS-WiFi).
The proposed architecture is able to support any kind of (best effort) applications. In this paper
we derive an analytical model of PS-WiFi to analyze the performance of the architecture and to
tune its parameters. The model is validated exploiting measurements obtained by using an Internet
prototype implementation. The validation shows that the model is able to predict the energy saved
by the PS-WiFi architecture with a very good accuracy. Therefore, we used this model to better
understand the behavior of PS-WiFi, and to assess its sensitiveness to the main Internet parameters,
i.e., the throughput and the RTT.
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1 Introduction

In this work we analyze a power-saving network architecture for “Wi-Fi” hotspot environments. This

is today one of the most promising scenarios for mobile computing, and is rapidly becoming a key

business area. In the typical deployment of such scenario, Internet Service Providers guarantee wire-

less Internet access in a limited-size environment, such as a campus or a mall (i.e., a “hotspot”).

Wireless coverage is achieved by means of 802.11 Access Points. Moreover, Access Points are con-

nected to the Internet through a standard high-speed LAN. Mobile users subscribe a contract with an

ISP, and are allowed to access the Internet on-the-move inside the hotspot. Figure 1 shows a scheme

of this scenario.

An efficient integration of mobile devices in this environment presents many research problems.

Mobile devices typically have limited (computational, storage, energetic) resources, with respect to
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Figure 1: Mobile Internet access in a Wi-Fi hotspot.

desktop computers. In addition, wireless links provide lower bandwidth and higher bit error rates with

respect to wired links. Therefore, the use of legacy Internet solutions may result in a low utilization

of the scarce system resources. Among the others, the energetic resources are a very critical factor,

since mobile devices are battery-fed ([19, 24, 31]). Power-saving policies for mobile devices have

been proposed at different levels [25], including the physical transmissions [38], the operating system

[20, 30, 36], the network protocols [2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 16, 27, 28] and the applications [18, 26, 33, 34].

The development of energy-aware solutions for the networking subsystem is a key requirement.

The wireless interface drains up to 50% of the total energy spent by a mobile device [27]. In addition,

legacy Internet protocols (such as TCP/IP) are very inefficient from this standpoint [1, 2]. Due to the

specific consumption pattern of 802.11 wireless interfaces [17], the best way to save energy is concen-

trating the networking activities. Therefore, the ideal power-saving strategy consists in transferring

data at the maximum throughput allowed on the wireless link, and switching the wireless interface

off (or putting it in a “doze” mode) as soon as it becomes idle. Many papers propose this approach to

reduce the energy consumption of the wireless interface [2, 3, 4, 23, 27, 28, 37].

In this paper we investigate the performance of the power-saving system for Wi-Fi hotspots

(throughout referred to as PS-WiFi) that we designed in [4]. PS-WiFi follows an Indirect-TCP ap-

proach [8, 9], and operates at the transport and middleware layers. Moreover, it is application inde-

pendent since it does not rely on any a-priori knowledge about the application behavior. Specifically,

our system continuously monitors the behavior of the network application(s) running on the mobile

device. Based on it, PS-WiFi predicts when and how long the wireless interface will be idle, and

switches it off accordingly.

In [4] we tested the efficiency of our system by developing a PS-WiFi prototype and performed

some measurements. The experimental results shown that PS-WiFi is very effective. It saves about

80% of the energy spent when using an Indirect-TCP architecture without energy management [8].

However, as the measurement study was carried out using the real Internet, the environment pa-
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rameters were not completely under our control. Hence, the measurements reported in [4] do not

allow analyzing the performance of PS-WiFi extensively. To better understand the potentialities of

the PS-WiFi approach in this paper we develop an analytical model of PS-WiFi. We considered the

Web browsing as the reference application. However, the PS-WiFi model can be used with any non

real-time application.

The first step of our study is the definition of a traffic model for a typical Web user. This model is

then exploited to provide closed formulas that describe the performance indexes of PS-WiFi under this

load conditions. Specifically, we compare the performance of our system with those of an Indirect-

TCP architecture without any power management. The comparison is carried out by focusing on two

main performance figures, i.e., i) the energy saved in downloading a Web page, and ii) the related

transfer-time.

Our model is very accurate. The difference between the analytical results and the measurements

on the real testbed is, on average, about 1% for the energy-saving performance index, and about

7% for the additional transfer-time. Therefore, the analytical model is a flexible tool to analyze the

behavior of PS-WiFi. We used this model to better understand: (i) which parameters determine the

performance of PS-WiFi; and (ii) how parameter values affect the PS-WiFi performance. Specifically,

in this paper we analyze the sensitiveness of the system with respect to the main Internet parameters,

i.e., the throughput and the Round Trip Time (throughout referred to as RTT ) between the Web

client and the Web server. The results show that power saving is mainly affected by throughput

variations. Specifically, power saving varies from 48% to 83% when the throughput increases from

0 to ∞. However, for typical throughput values (i.e., between 50Kbps and 1Mbps) variations of

power saving are limited (between 68% and 82%). On the other hand, the additional transfer-time is

a slightly increasing function of RTT and never affects significantly the QoS perceived by Web users,

since the average additional transfer-time is always less than 0.5sec.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our power-saving system along with the test

environment we used. In Section 3 we derive the analytical model of PS-WiFi. Section 4 is devoted

to the model validation. Section 5 presents the sensitiveness analysis, and Section 6 concludes the

paper.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of a typical best-effort data exchange.

2 The PS-WiFi system

2.1 Power-saving management of best-effort traffic

Our power-saving architecture was designed to support any network applications with the follow-

ing traffic pattern: data-transfer phases are characterized by traffic bursts interleaved by idle phases

(during which data are processed locally). During each burst several packets are exchanged. Packets

inside a burst are separated by short idle times, while consecutive bursts are separated by long idle

times. Short idle times and long idle times are generated by different phenomena. Short idle times

are driven by network protocols and data processing (e.g., a TCP-sender waiting for receiving a acks

after sending segments), while long idle times are related to human times (e.g., a new Web page is

requested after the user has read the previous one). Due to their different nature, short idle times are

much smaller than long idle times, and 1sec is typically assumed as the cut-off value between the two

classes. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of a typical data exchange. It should be noted that idle times are

measured assuming the mobile device perspective: an idle time starts whenever the mobile device has

no more packets to exchange, and finishes when the mobile device sends or receives a new packet.

The ideal power management would switch off the wireless interface during idle times and resum-

ing it whenever a new packet is ready to be exchanged. Two factors make this ideal policy unfeasible

in practice. First, the duration of an idle time – i.e., the instant in time when the wireless interface must

be resumed – is unknown a priori. Second, the wireless interface has a switching-on transient time

(throughout referred to as tso) during which it consumes energy but can not communicate. Hence, for

idle times less than tso, it is energetically convenient to leave the network interface on. To overcome

these challenges, the PS-WiFi approach is based on a dynamic estimate of the duration of idle times.

Specifically, i) we measure at run time the duration of idle times; ii) we use these measurements

to predict the length of the next idle time; and iii) we use this next idle-time prediction to decide
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whether the wireless interface should be switched off of not. If the wireless interface is switched off,

the next idle-time prediction is also used to decide when to resume it. Therefore, the core component

of PS-WiFi is a set of algorithms for predicting the duration of the next idle time.

As short and long idle times are generated by different phenomena, PS-WiFi includes two distinct

algorithms for estimating them. Short idle times are estimated by means of the Variable-share Update

Algorithm (VUA) [21]. On the other hand, long idle times are estimated by means of a binary

exponential backoff policy (see below). It must be noted that the estimator accuracy is very important

for short idle times, while it is less crucial for long idle times. Long idle times typically finish when

the user of the mobile device sends a message to the fixed host. Hence, the first packet after a long

idle time is sent by the mobile device to the fixed host (see Figure 2). Therefore, overestimates of

the long idle times have no impact on performance since the mobile device resumes the wireless

interface as soon as a new packet is generated. On the other hand, packets inside a burst also travel

on the opposite direction (i.e, from the fixed host to the mobile device). In this case, if the mobile

device switches the wireless interface off it is not aware when packets coming from the Web server

arrive and becomes aware only when it resumes the wireless interface, after the estimated idle time

has elapsed (see the next section for details). Therefore, an overestimate may increase the transfer

time experienced by that packet. For these reasons, PS-WiFi includes a very accurate estimator for

short idle times (VUA), and a simpler estimator for long idle times.

Based on these two estimators, we have designed a Power Saving Algorithm (PSA). Let us assume

that idle times are detected by PS-WiFi as soon as they start. Then, the question to answer is: “How

can we estimate the length of that idle time?” (Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of this

scenario). When an idle time occurs, we have just received a packet, and hence we are likely to

be inside a burst. Thus, a short idle time is assumed, and VUA provides an estimate, say t ′, of the

(supposed) short idle time. If this estimate occurs to be too short, an update must be provided1. To this

1The way PS-WiFi detects that an estimate is too short depends on the implementation in the network architecture,
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end, by exploiting the distribution of short idle times estimated from the history, the 90th percentile

(throughout referred to as k) is used as the updated estimate. As t ′ seconds have already elapsed, the

new packet is expected within the next k− t ′ seconds. If a new packet is still not available after this

time interval, the idle time is greater than k seconds. This means that the probability of the idle time

being a short idle time is below 10%, and hence a long idle time is assumed. The estimate is set to

the the minimum possible value of long idle times2, i.e., 1sec. As k seconds have already elapsed, the

new packet is expected within the next 1− k seconds. If needed, further updates are generated using

a binary exponential backoff procedure3, until the long idle time finishes.

When the idle time ends, if it was a short idle time, then its value is provided to VUA to update

its parameters.

To summarize, PSA exploits both estimators of short and long idle times. If u(i) denotes the

sequence of estimates provided by PSA when an idle time occurs, and z(i) denotes the corresponding

sequences of intervals within which new packets are expected (see Figure 4), the following equations

hold:










































































u(0) = t ′

u(1) = k
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u(3) = 2

u(4) = 4

. . .

u(n) = 2n−2
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z(0) = t ′

z(1) = k− t ′

z(2) = 1− k

z(3) = 1

z(4) = 2

. . .

z(n) = u(n)−u(n−1)

. (1)

Specifically, u(0) and u(1) are provided by VUA, while u(2), ..., u(n) are provided by the long idle-time

estimator. It is worthwhile noting that PSA is memory-less, in the sense that both u(i) and z(i) related

to a particular idle time are independent of sequences related to previous idle times.

Finally, it should be noted that the assumption that idle times are detected by PS-WiFi as soon as

they starts may not hold. For example, due to an overestimate of the previous idle times, the PSA

may be executed when the idle time has already started. We will explain how PSA operates in this

case.

and hence it is discussed in the next section.
21sec corresponds also to the upper bound of the short idle times.
3Updates are equal to 2k, with k = 1,2,3 . . ..
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Figure 5: PS-WiFi network architecture.

2.2 Network architecture

To integrate PSA in the Wi-Fi hotspot scenario, we define the network architecture shown in Figure

5. This power-saving architecture exploits the Indirect-TCP model: it splits the transport connection

between the (mobile) client and server at the Access Point. The Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) Daemon at the

Access Point relays data between the two parts of the splitted connection. In addition, the transport

protocol between the mobile and the fixed host is a Simplified Transport Protocol (STP) tailored to

the wireless link characteristics. As shown in [9], using an “ad hoc” transport protocol improves the

performance of the Indirect-TCP architecture [8].

We implement the PSA in the Power-Saving Packet Transfer (PS-PT) protocol. As a design

choice, the PSA is completely executed at the Access Point. Hence, the impact of the power-saving

system on the mobile-device computing resources is negligible. In detail, PS-WiFi works as follows.

When there are no more data to be exchanged on the WLAN (i.e., when an idle time occurs), the PS-

PT module at the Access Point generates a short idle-time estimate (i.e., u(0)) and decides whether

it is convenient to the mobile device to switch the network interface off (i.e., if u(0)is greater than

tso). If so, it sends a “shutdown” command to the mobile device including an indication of the time
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Figure 6: Example of packets exchange in a PS-WiFi system (focus on idle-time measurements).

interval during which it should remain disconnected. The data addressed to the mobile device that

may become available while it is disconnected are buffered at the Access Point. When the mobile

device reconnects, it polls the Access Point to obtain queued data. If no data are available, the Access

Point updates the idle time estimate (i.e., u(1), u(2), and so on), and decides if it is convenient to the

mobile device to switch the wireless interface off (i.e., z(i) is greater than tso). Finally, if the mobile

device generates new data while it is disconnected, the wireless interface is immediately switched on

and data are sent.

To complete the description of PS-WiFi we discuss how idle times are measured. For ease of

understanding we assumed so far (see Section 2.1) that idle times are measured at the mobile device.

However, measuring idle times at the mobile device is not always the right choice. Let us focus on the

example presented in Figure 6 (for simplicity in the figure we neglect transfer times on the WLAN; in

addition, time intervals during which the wireless interface is on are defined by PSA). Due to possible

overestimation, packets A and B may be delayed at the Access Point and, hence, the idle time between

A and B measured by the mobile device is affected by the estimate error. In the ideal case, PS-WiFi

should be transparent to the traffic generated by the applications, i.e., it should not modify idle times

with respect to the case when no power management is used. Hence, idle-time measures should not

include additional components introduced by PS-WiFi. Thus, idle times between consecutive packets

in the downlink direction (e.g., A and B in Figure 6) are measured at the Access Point. On the other
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hand, consecutive packets in the uplink direction (e.g., C and D in Figure 6) are measured at the

mobile device. Indeed, tso seconds are added by PS-WiFi to that idle times, if the second packet (i.e.,

D) is generated when the wireless interface is off. Measuring idle times between packets flowing in

opposite directions (e.g., B and C in Figure 6) requires a mixed approach. To clarify this concept, let

us focus on packets B and C in Figure 6. If we assume that C is generated independently by B (e.g.,

B and C are related to different applications running at the mobile device concurrently), then the idle

time to be measured is T1. However, the Access Point might measure T1 + tso if the wireless interface

was off when C was generated, while the mobile device would measure T2. The right idle-time value

could be measured by i) synchronizing the mobile device with the Access Point4; ii) recording the

time instant when B arrived at the Access Point; and iii) recording the time instant when C arrived

at the mobile device. It must be noted that this strategy is no longer correct if C is generated by the

mobile device in response to B, since in this case the right idle time would be T2. However, typical

applications used in WiFi hotspot (e.g., Web browsing, e-mail, file transfer) generate a traffic that is

almost mono-directional, and, hence, consecutive packets related to the same application flowing in

opposite directions can be considered as an exception. To summarize, idle times are measured by

PS-WiFi as follows: i) the mobile device and the Access Point are assumed to be synchronized, ii)

the instant in time when each packet arrives at the PS-PT layer is recorded, and iii) idle times are

measured as the difference between those time instants related to consecutive packets.

The strategy used to measure idle times also impacts on the way idle-time estimates are used.

Specifically, since idle times are seen as inter-arrival times, idle-time estimates must be considered

accordingly. Let us focus on Figure 7, where u j denotes the final update provided by PS-WiFi for

the j− th idle time ( u j is an item of the sequence u(i) shown in Equation 1). Packet A is sent to the

mobile device when the estimate u0 has elapsed. After A has been sent (point K in the figure) no

more data is available and, hence, PSA is invoked. As idle times are inter-arrival times measured at

the PS-PT layer, estimated idle times must start at the point in time when the previous packet (A in

our example) has arrived at the PS-PT layer. Therefore, in our example, the estimated idle time (i.e.,

u1) starts at time H, though the estimate is generated at time K. It should be noted that PSA may

update the first estimate related to an idle time before sending it to the mobile device. The Access

Point exploits the knowledge that the idle time is at least K −H. Hence, when packet A is sent, PSA

4Please note that in a 802.11 WLAN the MAC layer requires synchronization and, hence, synchronizing the PS-PT
layers has no cost.
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considers the first item in the sequence u(i) that is greater than K −H, and sends this estimate to the

mobile device along with packet A (see Figure 7)5.

As a final remark, it is worth noting that PS-WiFi approximates the ideal power-saving strategy for

the wireless interface: i) data transfers on the wireless link occur at the maximum available throughput

on it and are not affected by the throughput on the (wired) Internet; and ii) the wireless interface

remains switched off during idle periods.

3 Modeling PS-WiFi behavior

To analyze the performance of PS-WiFi, we compare our system to an Indirect-TCP system without

power management. In the latter case, we used the same architecture shown in Figure 5, without the

PS-PT layer. The performance in terms of power-saving are evaluated by means of the Ips index:

Ips =
Cps

CI−TCP
, (2)

where Cps is the energy spent to transfer a given set of data when using the power-saving system,

and CI−TCP is the energy spent to transfer the same data when using the Indirect-TCP without power

management.

Due to the 802.11 wireless interface consumption patterns, the energy spent by the wireless in-
5Clearly, the estimate is sent only if the residual (estimated) idle time is greater than tso.
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terface of the mobile device is almost proportional to the time interval during which the wireless

interface remains on [17]. Therefore, we express both Cps and CI−TCP in seconds.

As shown above, PS-WiFi may introduce an additional transfer-time (i.e., a delay) to packets

exchanged between the mobile device and the fixed host. Users might perceive these delays as a

degradation of the QoS and, hence, it is important to minimize them. It must be pointed out that

the right index to measure the QoS degradation depends on the particular application, and the single-

packet delay is not the best performance delay figure. Let us focus, for example, on Web users, and

let us define the User Response Time (URT ) as the time elapsed to download a Web page, i.e., the

time interval between the user request and the page rendering at the mobile device. For this specific

application, the QoS degradation introduced by PS-WiFi is better represented by the additional URT

rather than by the additional delay related to a single packet. Since in our studies we used the Web as

the reference application, we measured the QoS degradation perceived by the user by means of the

Ipd index:

Ipd = URTps−URTI−TCP , (3)

where URTps is the User Response Time in the PS-WiFi system, and URTI−TCP is the User Response

Time in the Indirect-TCP architecture.

The description of PS-WiFi (see Section 2) shows that several parameters affect the system be-

havior: the throughputs on the wireless and wired networks, the accuracy of the idle-time estimates,

the application traffic profile, etc. To better understand their influence on the system performance, in

the next section we present an analytical model of PS-WiFi. By solving this model we derive closed

formulas for Ips and Ipd .

3.1 Web-traffic model

Since the system performance is related to the application-level traffic, it is necessary a preliminary

characterization of Web traffic. In this paper we exploit the model used in the SURGE simulator
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Definition Symbol Value Unit
Probability that a Web page contains embedded files pemb 0.44 -
Average number of embedded files in a Web page Nemb 1.50 -
Average size of an embedded file Demb 6348 bytes
Average size of a main file Dm f 17496 bytes
Average User-Think-Time length UT T 3.25 sec

Table 1: Parameters defining the Web-traffic profile.

[10, 11]. SURGE creates (off-line) a set of Web pages to be stored in a real Web-server. Furthermore,

it simulates a typical Web-user that downloads these Web-pages from real (mobile) hosts, and defines

the sequence of Web-page downloads in such a way that the traffic generated by the simulated user

meets the statistical model of Web traffic presented in [10, 11]. Hereafter, we exploit this model to

characterize the traffic generated by a Web user. Figure 8 and Table 1 describe the traffic model and

related parameters derived from SURGE.

Let us focus on a Web-page download. A Web page consists of a main file and zero or more

embedded files (e.g., figures). The user requests the Web page to the browser, which downloads all

the files from the Web server. When the download is complete, the user reads the contents of the

Web page, and then issues another request to the browser. Hence, the Web traffic can be modeled

as the sequence of consecutive Web-page downloads. The traffic related to each Web page presents

an Active Phase during which the browser downloads the files from the Web server, and an Inactive

Phase (or User Think Time, UTT ) during which the user reads the contents of the Web page. While

the Inactive Phase is completely characterized by the UT T parameter, the Active Phase depends on

parameters related to the Web pages. Specifically, the probability that a Web page contains embedded

files is hereafter referred to as pemb. Furthermore, the average number of embedded files contained in

a Web page6 is referred to as Nemb. Finally, the average size of a main file is Dm f , while the average

size of an embedded file is Demb.

In this work we exploit these parameters (summarized in Table 1) to define the reference application-

level traffic (a pictorial representation is provided in Figure 9). In our model the Web user downloads

continuously a set of Web pages, referred to as basic block. Between two consecutive downloads, the

user waits UT T seconds. The pages that compose the basic block are defined to meet the parameters

pemb, Nemb, Dm f and Demb. Specifically, in our model the first page contains embedded files, while the

other pages do not. The average total size of the embedded files must be Nemb ·Demb, and the number

6Nemb is evaluated by considering only Web pages that contain embedded files.
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Figure 9: Scheme of the basic block.

of embedded files must be an integer number. To this end, in our model the first page contains m

embedded files, where m is equal to
⌈

Nemb
⌉

. The size of the first m− 1 files is Demb, while the size

of the last file is Demb ·
(

m−Nemb
)

. Furthermore, as just the first page contains embedded files, the

number of Web pages composing the basic block should be 1
/

pemb . Moreover, the total size of the

basic-block pages must be Dm f ·
(

1
/

pemb
)

+ Demb ·Nemb, i.e., the total size of the main files must

be Dm f ·
(

1
/

pemb
)

. However, since the number of Web pages must be an integer number, the basic

block contains l Web pages, where l is equal to
⌈

1
/

pemb
⌉

. The main files of the first l −1 pages are

long Dm f bytes, while the main file of the last page is long Dm f ·
(

l−1
/

pemb
)

bytes.

In conclusion, in our model a Web user downloads continuously the Web pages contained in the

basic block, interleaving each download with a User Think Time. The User Think Time and the

basic block definitions guarantee that the application-level traffic has the same average statistics of

traffic generated by the SURGE simulator [10, 11]. Therefore, hereafter we characterize the PS-WiFi

behavior by focusing on the download of a single basic block.

3.1.1 Idle times characterization

As discussed in Section 2.1, PS-WiFi predicts idle-time lengths occurring in the application-level

traffic, and manages the wireless interface of the mobile device accordingly. Therefore, at this point,

we need to characterize the idle times of the Web traffic we have modeled.

Let us focus on Figure 8. Clearly, a first class of idle times is represented by User Think Times.

By recalling the definition of long idle time (Section 2.1), it is easy to show that User Think Times

fall in this category. Furthermore, we need to identify idle times that may occur during the Active

Phases. First of all, it should be noted that during Active Phases the browser and the Web server

exchange data without user interventions, and hence idle times must be seen as short idle times. By
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definition, short idle times are related to the behavior of the network protocols, therefore we have

to recall which network protocols are used by the Web applications, and how they work in the PS-

WiFi architecture (Figure 5). Today, Web uses the HTTP/1.1 as the application-level protocol. In

our model, we assume that the browser at the mobile device downloads a Web page in two steps (see

Figure 10): i) the main file is downloaded first, and the list of the embedded files is extracted from it;

ii) then, all the embedded files are requested (and downloaded) together7. In each step, the shape of

the application-level traffic is defined by the underlying protocols, and hence, by the joint effect of PS-

PT, STP and TCP. However, as appears from Figure 10, the Web traffic is almost mono-directional,

in the downlink direction. Therefore, in our model we consider only idle times between packets

flowing in the downlink direction, and hence, as discussed in Section 2.2, we have to characterize

these idle times as observed at the Access Point. Moreover, thanks to the Indirect-TCP architecture,

the behavior of the TCP between the Access Point and the fixed host is completely independent of

whatever protocol running between the Access Point and the mobile device (i.e., the STP and the PS-

PT). Therefore, we conclude that in our model short-idle times are determined only by the behavior

of the TCP between the Access Point and the fixed host. To characterize the TCP behavior, it is

worth noting that i) HTTP/1.1 uses persistent connections, i.e., the same transport connection can

be used to download several files sequentially [22]; ii) Web servers autonomously close persistent

TCP connections that remain idle for 15 seconds, and utilize the same TCP connection to serve up to

150 HTTP Requests [6]; and iii) in the model defined by SURGE, User Think Times are less than 15

seconds with very high probability (98%). Therefore, in our model all Web pages composing the basic

7This assumption relies on the fact that HTTP/1.1 allows pipelining requests, i.e., consecutive HTTP Requests can be
sent back-to-back.
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Definition Symbol
Total size of the basic block B
Number of Web pages in the basic block l
Average throughput on the wired Internet γ
Average throughput on the WLAN γwl
Energy spent during idle times when using PS-WiFi Cit
Time spent in the idle mode when using PS-WiFi T idle

ON
Transient interval of the wireless interface to switch on tso
Average number of switching-on events
during the basic-block download S

Average number of switching-on events
during a short idle time S1

Average number of switching-on events
during a long idle time, before the backoff procedure starts F

Random variable measuring short idle-time lengths t
Random variable measuring initial estimates of short idle-time lengths t ′

Upper bound of the short idle-time distribution M
90th percentile of short idle-time lengths k
Delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction d

Table 2: Symbols used throughout the paper.

block are downloaded by means of a single TCP connection. Moreover, we neglect possible slow-

start phases, and hence we assume that the TCP connection is in steady-state. Under this hypothesis,

the TCP behavior can be modeled as follows [32, 35]: i) once every RT T the TCP at the Web server

sends a fixed number of back-to-back TCP segments8; and ii) these back-to-back TCP segments arrive

at the Access Point together. Therefore, in our model we assume that short idle times during Active

Phases corresponds to Round Trip Times between the Access Point and the Web server.

3.2 Energy Consumption Modeling

We are now in the position to evaluate the energy spent to download a single basic block, by using

either PS-WiFi or the Indirect-TCP architecture without any power management. Hereafter, we as-

sume that the network status is stationary during the download of the basic block (i.e., the throughput

and the RT T are stationary). Furthermore, we develop a model of the system behavior in the average

case, and hence the quantities we derive must be intended as average values. For easy of reading, we

summarize in Table 2 the parameters used hereafter.

The energy spent when using an Indirect-TCP architecture without power management (i.e.,

CI−TCP) is (proportional to) the total time required to download the basic block. Therefore, the

8The number of TCP segment is defined by the average size of the congestion window.
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following theorem holds.

Theorem 1: The energy spent to download a single basic block by using a pure Indirect-TCP

approach is

CI−TCP =
B
γ

+ l ·UTT =
Dm f ·1

/

pemb +Nemb ·Demb

γ
+ l ·UTT , (4)

where B is the total size (in bytes) of the basic block, and γ is the average throughput of the (wired)

Internet.

Proof: CI−TCP is the time spent to download the basic block, i.e., the time spent downloading

the actual data, and the User Think Times. The first term is the ratio between the basic-block size (i.e.,

B) and the average throughput experienced by the client. It is worth recalling that in an Indirect-TCP

architecture, the throughput achieved at the transport layer is the minimum throughput of the two

connections. Thus, if we assume that the fixed Internet is the bottleneck between the server and the

client, the average throughput experienced by the client is the throughput of the fixed Internet, i.e., γ.

The second term is the sum of the User Think Times occurring within the basic block, i.e., l ·UTT .

The final form of CI−TCP follows from the basic-block definition provided in Section 3.1.

Following the scheme in Figure 2, the energy spent using PS-WiFi (i.e., Cps) can be seen as made-up

of two components. The first one is related to actual transfers of data composing the basic block. The

other one is the energy spent during idle times, throughout referred to as Cit . Since idle times are

managed as shown in Section 2, two factors impact on Cit : i) every time the network interface is shut

down, tso seconds are paid the next time it is switched on, and ii) when an idle-time estimate (more

precisely, an item in the sequence z(i), see Equation 1) occurs to be less than tso, the network interface

remains in the idle state9. Therefore, the following proposition holds.

Proposition 1: The energy spent by using PS-WiFi is

Cps =
B

γwl
+Cit =

B
γwl

+ tso ·S +T idle
ON , (5)

where: i) γwl is the average throughput available on the WLAN; ii) S is the average number of times

the mobile-device wireless interface is switched on during the basic-block download; and iii) T idle
ON

is the average time during which the mobile-device wireless interface remains idle when PS-WiFi is

adopted.

9Since the RTT between the Access Point and the mobile device is typically negligible, and due to the simplicity of
the PS-PT protocol [4], the overhead of the PS-PT protocol is assumed to be negligible.
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Proof: Transfers between the Access Point and the mobile device occur at the throughput

available on the WLAN. Hence, the energy spent to receive the basic block is B
/

γ̄wl . Any other

contribution is related to idle times (see Figure 2), and is thus comprised in Cit . Whenever an idle

time occurs, PS-WiFi behaves as shown in Section 2. Two kinds of events can happen, i.e., i) the

wireless interface is shut down (one or more times), and ii) the wireless interface is let idle, because

the (residual) idle time is supposed to be too short. Hence, a first component of Cit is defined by the

average number of switching-on events occurring during the basic-block download (S), and a second

component is the total time during which the wireless interface remains idle (T idle
ON ).

Below we derive a closed form of Equation 5, under the assumption of T idle
ON being negligible. This

hypothesis is true in the experimental testbed used for the validation (Section 4). In general, it can

be shown that this assumption holds if the average value of the short idle-time estimates is greater

than tso. Otherwise, our analysis provides optimistic results, i.e., the upper bound of the energy

saved with PS-WiFi. The goal of the following analysis is deriving a closed form for S. To this end,

we have now to make some assumptions explicit. Hereafter, we assume that short (long) idle-times

are i.i.d. random variables. Moreover, we assume that a short (long) idle-time is independent of

any previous long (short) idle-time. Furthermore, we assume that VUA is precise, and hence short

idle-time estimates follow the same distribution of real short idle times. Finally, we assume that the

sequence of estimates (i.e., u(i), Equation 1) related to an idle time is independent of the sequences

related to previous idle times. To clarify this assumption, let us focus on Figure 7. In that example,

the estimate of the idle time between packets A and B is evaluated at time K, and hence PSA evaluates

the first item in the sequence u(i) being greater than K −H. In other words, that estimate depends on

the previous estimate error. In our model we neglect this dependence, and assume that estimates are

generated at the point in time when the idle time starts (i.e., H in the example). Since this assumption

leads to considering a greater number of switching-on events with respect to the real case, the closed

form of S that we derive is an overestimate of the real value. According to these assumptions, we

conclude that in our model PS-WiFi regenerates with respect to all points in time when an idle time

starts. Hence, to characterize its behavior, we focus on the beginning of an idle time, and analyze

the two possible events that may occur: a short idle time or a long idle time. The main result of this

analysis is the closed form of Cps provided by Theorem 2. For ease of reading, proofs are postponed

to Appendix A.
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Theorem 2: The energy spent to download a single basic block by using PS-WiFi is

Cps =
B

γwl
+ tso ·

{

B
γ ·RT T

·S1 + l ·
(

F +
⌈

log2UT T
⌉)

+ p
(

u(0)
> tso

)

}

, (6)

where i) S1 is the average number of switching-on events occurring during a short idle-time; ii) F is the

number of switching-on events occurring during a long idle-time, before the long idle-time estimator

is invoked (i.e., after u(2) of Equation 1 is generated); and iii) p
(

u(0) > tso

)

is the probability of u(0)

being greater than tso.

3.3 Modeling the Ipd index

The Ipd index measures the additional URT introduced by PS-WiFi to download a Web page. To

characterize Ipd , it is worth focusing on Figure 10. Let us introduce the definition of a transaction

between the Web client and the Web server. A transaction denotes a piece of Web traffic starting

with one or more HTTP Requests sent by the client back-to-back, and including all packets sent by

the Web server in response to that HTTP Request(s). Hence, the download of a Web page can be

modeled as the sequence of two transactions, where i) the main file is downloaded during the first

transaction, and ii) all the embedded files are downloaded during the second transaction. Let us now

analyze the delay introduced by PS-WiFi to a transaction (see Figure 11). When the HTTP Request(s)

is generated by the browser, the wireless interface of the mobile device may be shut down. In this

case, the HTTP Request(s) is delayed of tso seconds. A further delay can be added at the end of the

transaction. As noted in Section 3.1.1, the inter-arrival times between packets sent by the Web server

depend only on the TCP protocol between the Access Point and the fixed host. In other words, the

time instants when these packets arrive at the Access Point are the same whether PS-WiFi is used or

not. Therefore, a further delay is added by PS-WiFi if the last packet of the transaction is delayed at

the Access Point. Hereafter we neglect the possibility that two consecutive packets (e.g., A and B in

Figure 11) are transferred back-to-back on the WLAN, due to overestimation of the previous idle time

(e.g., T in Figure 11). That is, all short idle times are detected and estimated by PS-WiFi. Therefore,

a further delay can be introduced to the transaction only as a side effect of the estimate error related

to the last short idle time. This delay is hereafter referred to as d.

The analysis of the delay introduced to a transaction allows us to characterize the Ipd index.

Specifically, from Figure 3.1.1 it appears that the embedded files are requested only when the main
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Figure 11: Components of the additional URT.

file is completely downloaded at the mobile device, and hence the second transaction starts only after

the last packet of the first transaction arrives at the mobile device. Therefore, Ipd can be evaluated as

the sum of the delays introduced to each transaction. A closed form for the average value of Ipd is

provided by the following theorem.

Theorem 3: The average URT introduced by PS-WiFi to download a Web page is

Ipd =
(

tso +d
)

+
{

tso · p
(

u(0)
> tso

)

+d
}

· pemb , (7)

where d is the average value of d and pemb is the probability that a Web-page contains embedded files.

Proof: In our model (since User Think Times are assumed to be larger than 1 second) the trans-

action related to the main file starts when the wireless interface is switched off. Hence, tso +d is the

average additional delay introduced to the main-file transaction. If the Web-page contains embedded

files (i.e., with a probability equal to pemb), the delay related to the embedded-files transaction must

be included. A delay equal (on average) to d is introduced at the end of the transaction. A further

delay equal to tso may be introduced if the transaction starts when the wireless interface is shut down.

The probability that this occurs can be derived as follows. When the last packet of the main file is

sent to the mobile device, no more data are available to be exchanged on the WLAN. Hence an idle

time is detected, and PS-WiFi generates u(0) as its (initial) estimate. However, the browser generates

the HTTP Requests for the embedded files immediately, and the second transaction starts. Therefore,

the probability that the wireless interface is shut down at this point in time is the probability of u(0)

being greater than tso.

The evaluation of Ipd requires the characterization of d. In the following section, we sketch the line
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of reasoning used to model this quantity, and we provide a closed form for it. For ease of reading, the

detailed derivation is presented in Appendix C.

3.3.1 Analytical model of d

To evaluate Ipd we need to characterize d, that is the additional delay PS-WiFi introduces to the last

packet of a transaction, due to overestimation of the previous short idle time. As PS-WiFi regenerates

with respect to the point in time when an idle time starts, we can analyze d by focusing on the PS-

WiFi behavior on a generic short idle time, followed by a packet addressed to the mobile device

(i.e., flowing in the downlink direction). To this end, we introduce some assumptions that we exploit

hereafter. The estimator of short idle times, is based on the VUA. As noted in Section 3.2, VUA allows

us to assume that short idle times and their estimates follow the same distribution. In the following, t

denotes a random variable measuring short idle times, and t ′ denotes a random variable measuring the

estimates provided by VUA (i.e., t ′ is equal to u(0) of Equation 1). We assume that i) t and t ′ follow

a uniform distribution between 0 and a maximum value, M (i.e., t ∼ t ′ ∈ U [0,M]); and ii) t and t ′ are

independent. Moreover, based on the characterization given in Section 3.1.1, we instantiate M to two

times the average RT T between the mobile device and the Web server, i.e., M = 2 ·RTT . However,

to make our analytical approach flexible, hereafter we provide the delay model as a function of M.

The average value of d can be evaluated as the contribution of two components. Specifically, it

is the sum of i) the average delay when the initial estimate is too large (i.e., when t ′ > t); and ii) the

average delay when the initial estimate is too short (i.e., when t ′ < t). Since t ′ and t are distributed

according to the same law, both p(t ′ > t) and p(t ′ < t) are equal to 1
/

2. These remarks allow to

prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction

can be expressed as

d = E [d] = E [d |t ′ > t ] · p(t ′ > t)+E [d |t ′ < t ] · p(t ′ < t) =

= 1
2 · (E [d |t ′ > t ]+E [d |t ′ < t ]) .

The rest of the analysis is devoted to deriving E [d |t ′ > t ] and E [d |t ′ < t ]. This is achieved by

analyzing the behavior of PS-WiFi in both cases. As this task just requires simple (but quite long) al-

gebraic manipulations, here we only provide the final results, while proofs are postponed to Appendix
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C.

Lemma 1: The average delay when t ′ is greater than t is

E
[

d
∣

∣t ′ > t
]

=
M2 − t2

so
4M

.

Lemma 2: The average delay when t ′ is less than t is

E
[

d
∣

∣t ′ < t
]

= 0.9 ·
k2 − t2

so
4M

+0.1 ·
2sec−M− k

2
·χ(k, tso) ,

where χ(k, tso) is an indicator function, defined as

χ(k, tso) =











1 if 1sec− k > tso

0 otherwise
. (8)

Finally, the above lemmas allow us to provide a closed form for d̄, as follows.

Theorem 4: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction is

d = 1
2

(

M2−t2
so

4M ·u(M, tso)+0.9 · k2−t2
so

4M ·u(k, tso)+

+ 0.1 · 2sec−M−k
2 ·χ(k, tso)

)

, (9)

where u(x, y) is the classical step function:

u(x, y) =











1 ifx ≥ y

0 otherwise
. (10)

4 Model validation

To validate the analytical model derived in Section 3.1 we compare its predictions with measurements

taken from a real Internet prototype (details about the prototype can be found in [4]). Specifically, we

compare the Ips and Ipd measurements presented in [4] with the predictions provided by our model.

To avoid fluctuations in the experimental results, we averaged measurements on one-hour windows

(details about the methodology used to aggregate measurements can be found in [5]). It is worth

noting that, due to the experiment setup, the only parameter that changes significantly among different

hours is the throughput of the wired Internet, i.e., γ. Indeed, i) in each experiment the application-level
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Definition Symbol Value Unit
Total size of the basic block B 49264 bytes
Number of Web pages in the basic block l 3 -
Average throughput over the wireless link γwl 11 Mbps
Average number of switching-on events in a short idle time S1 1.55 -
Average number of switching-on events in a long idle time
before the backoff procedure starts F 3 -

Probability that the initial estimate of a short idle time
is greater than tso

p
(

u(0) > tso

)

1 -

Network RTT between the client and the Web server RTT 0.3 sec
Upper bound of t and t ′ distributions M 0.6 sec
Switching-on transient interval of the wireless interface tso 0.1 sec
90th percentile of t and t ′ k 0.54 sec
Indicator function of k and tso relative values χ(k, tso) 1 -

Table 3: Parameters used to validate the analytical model.
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Figure 12: Hourly average Ips and Ipd obtained from the model and the prototype, respectively.

traffic meets the statistics shown in Table 1; ii) γwl and RT T show very little fluctuations (and, thus,

also M and k can be assumed to be constant); and iii) due to the assumptions about the distribution of

t and t ′, the parameters S1, F and p
(

u(0) > tso

)

in Equation 6 can be approximated as constant terms.

Table 3 summarizes the values of the the parameters that we use to validate our analytical model.

Figure 12 shows the hourly average values of Ips and Ipd measured by using the prototype. We also

plot the Ips and Ipd figures derived from the analytical model. As far as the Ips index (left-side plot),

the model and the prototype provide very close results: the difference is always less than 9% of the

prototype results. Furthermore, we have compared the daily average values of Ips with the predictions

of the model. Specifically, we have set γ in Equation 6 to the average daily throughput experienced

by the prototype. The results obtained (not reported here) show that the difference between the model
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results and the prototype measurements is less than 1%.

As far as the Ipd index (right-side plot in Figure 12), the results show that prototype values vary

during the day, i.e., the prototype is sensitive to variations of γ. Indeed, γ is sensitive to two param-

eters, i.e., i) congestions in the Internet, that reduce the TCP window size; and ii) variations of the

RT T between client and server. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the additional URT is affected by RT T

variations. However, we have no sufficient information to include the precise RT T pattern in the

analytical model. As a consequence, the Ipd model allows us to measure the additional URT related

to the average RTT . Specifically, we compare the model prediction with the daily average value of

Ipd (see the dashed line in the plot). The difference is about 7% of the prototype result.

5 Sensitiveness Analysis

The above results show the accuracy of our analytical model. Hereafter, we use this model to investi-

gate the sensitiveness of PS-WiFi to two Internet key parameters, i.e. the (wired) Internet throughput

(i.e., γ) and the RT T . As noted in the previous section, the throughput depends on both the network

RT T and the TCP window size. Both these parameters affect the Ips index, since it depends on γ (see

Equations 4 and 6). On the other hand, the Ipd index is only affected by RTT variations, as shown by

Equations 7 and 9. Therefore, below we analyze Ips as a function of γ, and Ipd as a function of RT T .

5.1 Ips sensitiveness

Based on Equations 4 and 6 we derive the Ips index as a function of γ. Specifically, after simple

manipulations, Ips (γ) becomes:

Ips (γ) =
aγ+b
cγ+d

, (11)

where a, b, c and d group terms that we have assumed to be constant (see Section 4):



































a , B
γwl

+ tso ·
{

l ·
(

F +
⌈

log2UT T
⌉)

+ p
(

u(0)
> tso

)}

b , B
RTT ·S1 · tso

c , l ·UTT

d , B

.

Figure 13 shows Ips as a function of γ . It clearly appears that when γ increases, Ips decreases,
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Figure 13: Ips as a function of the Internet throughput γ.

and this means that the PS-WiFi saves more energy. This result is somehow counter-intuitive, since

one expects that the best power-saving is achieved when γ is low. In this case the overall idle time

during the basic block download is at its maximum value. However, the Ips behavior in the above

plot can be explained as follows. As shown in Equations 4 and 6, variations of γ affect both CI−TCP

and Cps. In the Indirect-TCP architecture, when γ increases, the time needed to fetch the basic block

from the Web server (i.e., B
/

γ ) decreases, and CI−TCP decreases accordingly. On the other hand, the

dependence of Cps on γ is as follows. As highlighted in Section 4, γ is strictly related to the the TCP

window size. Since RT T is almost stable, large TCP windows mean high γ values, while narrow TCP

windows correspond to low γ values. Furthermore, if the TCP window size increases, the number of

RT T s needed to fetch the basic block drops, since more bytes are downloaded in a single RT T . Thus,

the number of switching-on events during the basic-block download decreases, and hence, we can

conclude that the more γ increases, the more Cps decreases. Since both CI−TCP and Cps benefit from

increases of γ, the Ips pattern is defined by the parameters a, b, c and d. Specifically, in the Internet

configuration of our experiments, when γ increases, Cps decreases more than CI−TCP does, and hence

Ips drops.

As a final remark, it is worth noting that Figure 13 highlights the theoretical lower and upper

bounds of Ips. In the Internet configuration that we experienced, Ips ranges between 0.517 (when

γ → 0) and 0.168 (when γ → ∞ ). Therefore, with respect to the Indirect-TCP architecture, our power-

saving system guarantees energy savings that are always above 48%, and raise up to 83%. However,

if we focus on realistic throughput values (i.e., between 50Kbps and 1Mbps), energy saving does not
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Figure 14: Ipd as a function of the RT T value.

vary sharply, since it ranges between 68% and 82%.

5.2 Ipd sensitiveness

In this section we analyze the dependence of Ipd on the average Round Trip Time, i.e., RT T . As a

preliminary step, it is necessary to define the range of valid RT T values. Specifically, PS-WiFi defines

1sec as the upper bound of short idle times. Therefore, 1sec is also the upper bound of both the short

idle time and estimate distributions (i.e., M ≤ 1sec). Since in our model M is equal to 2 ·RT T , RT T

must be less than 0.5sec. On the other hand, we can use 0 as the lower bound – or, more precisely, as

the theoretical lower limit – of RT T .

It must be also pointed out that tso is the lower bound for Ipd . Specifically, even if the estimator

error were always equal to 0, the mobile device would switch the wireless interface on at least once

every Web-page download (i.e., when the user sends a new Web page request). Therefore tso repre-

sents an additional URT that can never be eliminated when using PS-WiFi. Finally, for the sake of

simplicity, hereafter we assume that tso = 0.1sec holds. Therefore, since tso is equal to 0.1sec and

RT T is less than 0.5sec, χ(k, tso) is always equal to 1. However, it is easy to extend the analysis also

to general tso values.

From Equations 7 and 9 we derive the plot shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14 we can observe three

regions, i.e., i) the part where M = 2 ·RT T is less than tso, ii) the part when M = 2 ·RT T is between

tso and tso
/

0.9, and, finally, ii) the part where M = 2 ·RTT is greater than tso
/

0.9. Indeed, the second
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region is very small, and can hardly be distinguished in Figure 14.

In the first region, both u(M, tso) and u(k, tso) are equal to 0. Furthermore, Ipd is a decreasing

function of RT T , and reaches its minimum value (min Ipd = 0.165sec when RT T = 0.05sec). This

behavior can be explained by recalling the idle-time estimator algorithm. In this region, an additional

delay is added to a packet flowing in the downlink direction only when the idle time is greater than

k, and hence PS-WiFi provides u(2) = 1sec as the updated estimate. Otherwise, since both z(0) = t ′

and z(1) = k − t ′ are less than tso, no delay is introduced. Since M is less than tso, p(t ′ > tso) is

equal to 0, and hence Ipd becomes equal to d · (1+ pemb)+ tso. Moreover, d is basically defined by

Equation 23 (see Appendix C), which is a decreasing function of RT T . Specifically, d is equal to

1sec− (M + k)
/

2, and it is at its lowest value when RT T (and thus M) is at its maximum value.

In the second region, u(M, tso) is equal to 1, while u(k, tso) is equal to 0. Since M is greater

than tso, there are two differences with respect to the previous region, i.e. i) p(t ′ > tso) is equal to

(M− tso)
/

M , and ii) d becomes an increasing function of RT T . Therefore, the following equation

holds:

Ipd = tso +d +

{

tso ·
M− tso

M
+d

}

· pemb . (12)

Therefore it is easy to show that Ipd increases with RT T , as d is an increasing function of RT T (see

Appendix C).

Finally, in the third region, both u(M, tso) and u(k, tso) are equal to 1. In this case, Ipd can again

be evaluated by means of Equation 12. However, when RT T increases, d increases more quickly

than in the second region, since u(k, tso) is equal to 1 (see Equation 9). Therefore, also Ipd increases

more quickly than in the second region. Moreover, in this region it reaches its maximum value

(max Ipd = 0.451sec, achieved when RT T = 0.5sec).

As a final remark, it is worth noting that the Ipd figure in the third region can be well approximated

by a linear increasing function, that grows as 0.487 ·RT T . To summarize, we can conclude that

increases of RT T have a moderate impact on the additional URT.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an analytical model of the power-saving system (PS-WiFi) devel-

oped in [4]. The analytical model is used to analyze the performance of our system assuming mobile
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Web access applications. We have compared our solution with an Indirect-TCP architecture without

power management by evaluating two performance indexes, i.e., the energy spent in downloading a

Web page and the related transfer-time. We have derived closed formulas that allowed us to evaluate

both performance indexes. We have validated the model by comparing its predictions with the re-

sults obtained from an Internet prototype. Experimental results have shown that our model is highly

accurate, since the average difference with respect to experimental measurements is about 1% for

the energy-saving index, and about 7% for the transfer-time index. Therefore, our model is a valid

tool to characterize the behavior of PS-WiFi with respect to key parameters, such as the application

traffic profile, the throughput on the wireless and wired networks, the RTT between the client and the

server, etc. Specifically, in this work we have presented a sensitiveness analysis with respect to two

Internet key parameters, i.e., the throughput on the wired network and the RT T . This analysis has

shown that energy saving varies from 48% up to 83%, when the throughput increases from 0 to ∞.

However, when focusing on more realistic throughput ranges (i.e., between 50Kbps and 1Mbps), the

energy saving does not vary sharply, and is always greater than 68%. Finally, the average additional

transfer-time is a slightly increasing function of the average RT T . However, we can conclude that

PS-WiFi never affects the QoS perceived by Web users, since the average additional transfer-time is

always less than 0.5sec.
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Appendix A

This Appendix contains the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: The energy spent to download a single basic block by using PS-WiFi is

Cps =
B

γwl
+ tso ·

{

B
γ ·RT T

·S1 + l ·
(

F +
⌈

log2UT T
⌉)

+ p
(

u(0)
> tso

)

}

,
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where i) S1 is the average number of switching-on events occurring during a short idle time; ii) F is the

number of switching-on events occurring during a long idle time, before the long idle-time estimator

is invoked (i.e., after u(2) of Equation 1 is generated); and iii) p
(

u(0) > tso

)

is the probability of u(0)

being greater than tso.

Proof: Based on Equation 5, to characterize Cps we have to derive a closed form for the average

number of switching-on events occurring during a basic-block download, i.e., S. S can be expressed

as in the following proposition:

Proposition 3: The average number of switching-on events during the download of the basic

block is

S = r ·S1 + l ·S2 +S3 , (13)

where: i) r and l are the number of short and long idle times during the basic-block download,

respectively; ii) S1 and S2 are the number of switching-on events during a short and a long idle time,

respectively; and iii) S3 is the number of switching-on events occurring during the download of the

first Web page, after the main file has arrived at the mobile device, and before the HTTP Request(s)

for the embedded files have been sent.

Proof: As discussed in Section 3.2, PS-WiFi regenerates with respect to the point in time when

an idle time occurs. Therefore, S can be derived as follows: i) we evaluate the number of switching-

on events related to a generic short idle time, and related to a generic long idle time (i.e., S1 and

S2); ii) we evaluate the number of short idle times and long idle times occurring during the basic-

block download (i.e., r and l); and iii) due to the regenerative property, we derive the total number

of switching-on events as r · S1 + l · S2. Finally, it must be noted that a further idle time is detected

by PS-WiFi when the main file of the first page has been downloaded. In fact, in this case there

are no more data to be exchanged on the WLAN, and hence the estimator is invoked. Therefore, an

additional switch-on event may occur, and the term S3 accounts for this case.

To achieve a closed form of S we have to characterize the terms composing Equation 13. The follow-

ing lemmas are devoted to this task. For easy of reading, the distribution of the number of switching-

on events occurring during a short-idle time is postponed to Appendix B. S1 is the average value of

this distribution.

Lemma 3: The average number of short idle times occurring during the download of the basic
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block (i.e., r) is

r =
B

γ ·RTT
.

Proof: As shown in Section 3.1.1, in our model the data transfers over the TCP connection

between the I-TCP Daemon and the Web server occur as follows: i) once every RT T the TCP at

the Web server sends a fixed number of back-to-back TCP segments; and ii) these back-to-back TCP

segments arrive at the Access Point together. Therefore, the average number of bytes transferred

during each RT T is β , γ ·RTT . Moreover, since r can be seen as the number of RT T s within a basic

block, r is equal to B
/

β .

Lemma 4: The average number of switching-on events during a long idle time (i.e., S2) is

S2 = F +
⌈

log2 UTT
⌉

,

where F is the average number of switching-on events occurring before the backoff procedure starts.

Proof: By definition, User Think Times are greater than 1sec. From the sequence u(i) shown in

Equation 1, it appears that PS-WiFi needs 2 updates to start the exponential backoff procedure. This

procedure starts when the idle time results greater than 1sec, i.e., after the PS-WiFi has generated:

i) u(0) as the first estimate; ii) u(1) (i.e., the 90thpercentile of short idle times) as the first update of

the estimate; and iii) u(2) (i.e., 1sec) as the second update. Therefore, at this point in time, up to 3

switching-on events have occurred. The analysis of the number of switching-on events that occur up

to this point (i.e., F) is very similar to the analysis of the number of switching-on events that occur

during a short idle time (i.e., S1), derived in Appendix B. For the sake of space, we here omit this

analysis. Further estimate updates are derived according the binary exponential backoff procedure, as

shown in Equation 1. It is easy to show that, if Q denotes the length of a long idle time, the number

of estimate updates generated by the backoff procedure is dlog2 Qe. Moreover, as upon each such

update the wireless interface of the mobile device is shut down (i.e., each value of the z(i) sequence is

greater than 1sec, and hence it can be reasonably assumed to be greater than tso), dlog2 Qe is also the

number of switching-on events that occur during the backoff procedure. The expression of S2 can be

derived immediately by recalling that, on average, Q is equal to UT T .

Lemma 5: The average number of switching-on events occurring after the download of the first
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main file of the basic block, before the request for the embedded files is:

S3 = p
(

u(0)
> tso

)

.

Proof: When the Access Point sends the last packet of the main file, no more data are available

to be exchanged on the WLAN, and hence an idle time is detected. Therefore, PS-WiFi generates an

idle-time estimate (i.e., u(0)), and the mobile device switches the wireless interface off if this estimate

is greater than tso. Furthermore, as the packet arrives at the application level, the browser sends the

HTTP Request(s) for the embedded files. Thus, a single switching-on event may occur in this case, if

the estimate provided by the PS-PT at the Access Point is sufficiently long. The average number of

switching-on events in this case is hence the probability of u(0) being greater than tso.

Finally, the closed form for Cps claimed in Theorem 2 is derived by substituting results from the above

lemmas in Equation 5. This concludes the proof.

Appendix B

In this Appendix the distribution of the number of switching-on events occurring during a short idle

time is derived.

Lemma 6: The distribution of the switching-on events occurring during a short idle time is as

follows:
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p(0 switching-on event) = p(t ′ ≤ tso, t ′ ≥ t)+

+ p(t ′ ≤ tso, t ′ < t ≤ k, k− t ′ ≤ tso)+

+ p(t ′ ≤ tso, k− t ′ ≤ tso) · (1−χ(k, tso))

p(1 switching-on event) = p(t ′ > t, t ′ > tso)+

+ p(t ′ < t, t ′ ≤ tso, k > t, k− t ′ > tso)+

+ p(t ′ < t, t ′ ≤ tso,

k < t, k− t ′ ≤ tso) ·χ(k, tso)

p(2 switching-on events) = p(t ′ < t, t ′ ≤ tso,

k < t, k− t ′ > tso) ·χ(k, tso)+

+ p(t ′ < t, t ′ > tso, k > t, k− t ′ > tso)+

+ p(t ′ < t, t ′ > tso,

k < t, k− t ′ ≤ tso) ·χ(k, tso)

p(3 switching-on events) = p(t ′ < t, t ′ > tso,

k < t, k− t ′ > tso) ·χ(k, tso)

(14)

where χ(k, tso) is defined by Equation 8.

Proof: When a short idle time begins, the Variable-Share Update algorithm provides an esti-

mate, t ′, of the actual idle time, t. The wireless interface is switched off if t ′ is greater than tso. If t ′ is

less than t, the estimate is updated with the 90th percentile of the short idle times, i.e. k. The wireless

interface of the mobile device is switched off again only if k− t is greater than tso. Finally, if t is even

greater than k, the algorithm executes a binary exponential backoff procedure starting from 1 second,

and hence the wireless interface is switched off if 1sec− k is greater than tso. Therefore, since t is

less than 1sec by definition, there can’t be more than 3 switching-on events within a short idle time.

Moreover, a specific number of switching-on events is achieved in different cases, according to the

relative values of t, t ′, k and tso. Therefore, each term of the switching-on-event distribution must

be computed as the sum of the marginal probabilities of each case. It is worth noting that, when t is

greater than k, the wireless interface is switched off only if 1sec− k is greater than tso. Since k and

tso are not random variables, we introduce χ(k, tso) in Equation 14 to include this case. The single

expressions provided in Equation 14 can be easily derived from these remarks.
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Appendix C

This Appendix contains the proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 4: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction is

d = 1
2

(

M2−t2
so

4M ·u(M, tso)+0.9 · k2−t2
so

4M ·u(k, tso)+

+ 0.1 · 2sec−M−k
2 ·χ(k, tso)

)

,

where u(x, y) and χ(k, tso) are defined as follows:

u(x, y) =











1 ifx ≥ y

0 otherwise
, χ(k, tso) =











1 if 1sec− k > tso

0 otherwise
.

Proof: The starting point of the proof is Proposition 2, that has been discussed in Section 3.3.1.

Proposition 2: The average delay added by PS-WiFi to a packet flowing in the downlink direction

can be expressed as

d = E [d] = E [d |t ′ > t ] · p(t ′ > t)+E [d |t ′ < t ] · p(t ′ < t) =

= 1
2 · (E [d |t ′ > t ]+E [d |t ′ < t ]) .

. (15)

To obtain the closed form of Theorem 4, we have to separately analyze the two components high-

lighted in Proposition 2, i.e., i) the average delay when the initial short idle-time estimate is too large

(i.e., when t ′ > t); and ii) the average delay when the initial short idle-time estimate is too short (i.e.,

when t ′ < t). The following lemmas provide closed forms for these components.

Lemma 1: The average delay when t ′ is greater than t is

E
[

d
∣

∣t ′ > t
]

=
M2 − t2

so
4M

. (16)

Proof: When t ′ is greater than t, an additional delay is added only if t ′ is greater than tso.

Otherwise, the wireless interface of the mobile device remains on, and the new packet is received

without being delayed. If t ′ is greater than t, the delay is t ′− t. Therefore, the following equation
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holds:

E
[

d
∣

∣t ′ > t
]

= E
[

t ′− t
∣

∣t ′ > t, t ′ > tso
]

· p
(

t ′ > tso
)

. (17)

The second term of equation 17 (i.e., p(t ′ > tso)) can be computed from the t ′ distribution law:

p
(

t ′ > tso
)

=
M− tso

M
. (18)

Furthermore, the first term of Equation 17 can be evaluated as follows:

E [t ′− t |t ′ > t, t ′ > tso ] =
R M

tso
E [t ′− t |t ′ > t, t ′ > tso , t ′] · p(t ′)dt ′

= M+tso
4

, (19)

where the closed formula for the integral is obtained by some algebraic manipulations. By substituting

Equations 18 and 19 in Equation 17 we obtain the closed form of Lemma 1.

Lemma2: The average delay when t ′ is less than t is

E
[

d
∣

∣t ′ < t
]

= 0.9 ·
k2 − t2

so
4M

+0.1 ·
2sec−M− k

2
·χ(k, tso) .

Proof: When t ′ is less than t, t ′ is updated by using the 90th percentile of the short idle-time

distribution, i.e., k. In this case d can be evaluated by considering two possible cases in isolation, i.e.,

i) t ≤ k, and ii) t > k. If t is less than k, the additional delay is k− t seconds. More precisely, this

delay is introduced only if the wireless interface is switched off after updating t ′, i.e., only if k− t ′ is

greater than tso (see Equation 1). Therefore, the probability that the delay is k− t can be expressed as

the joint probability of the events t ≤ k and k− t ′ > tso. Moreover, since t and t ′ are independent, the

joint probability p(t ≤ k, k− t ′ > tso) can be computed as the product of the marginal probabilities

of the two events. The same line of reasoning can also be followed to evaluate the average delay

when t is greater than k. Specifically, the delay is 1sec− t if 1sec− k is greater than tso, while it is

0 otherwise. To include this condition into our model, we use χ(k, tso), as defined in Equation 8.

Therefore, E [d |t ′ < t ] can be expressed as follows:

E [d |t ′ < t ] = E [k− t |t ′ < t, t ≤ k, k− t ′ > tso ] · p(t ≤ k) · p(k− t ′ > tso)+

+E [1sec− t |t ′ < t, t > k ] · p(t > k) ·χ(k, tso) .

(20)
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We are now in the position to derive all the components of Equation 20. Firstly, the terms related to

distribution law of t and t ′ can be easily computed:

p(t ≤ k) = 0.9

p(t > k) = 0.1

p(k− t ′ > tso) = p(t ′ < k− tso) = k−tso
M

. (21)

Furthermore, by following the same line of reasoning used to derive (19), we can compute the com-

ponent10 E [k− t |t ′ < t, t ≤ k, k− t ′ > tso ] of Equation 20:

E [k− t] =
R k−tso

0 p(t ′) · (k−E [t])dt ′ =

=
R k−tso

0 p(t ′) ·
(

k−
R k

t ′ t · p(t)dt
)

dt ′ =

= k+tso
4

. (22)

The steps highlighted in Equation 22 are derived as follows: i) the formula on the first line is obtained

by fixing t ′ and integrating on its possible values; ii) the formula on the second line is obtained by

using the average value definition to expand E [t]; and iii) the closed formula on the third line is

obtained after simple computations.

The last step to evaluate Equation 21 is the computation of E [1sec− t |t ′ < t, t > k ]. By applying the

same technique used to derive Equations 19 and 22, we obtain the following form11:

E [1sec− t] =
R M

k p(t) · (1sec− t)dt

= 1sec− M+k
2

. (23)

Finally, by substituting Equations 21, 22 and 23 in Equation 20, we obtain a closed formula for

E [e |t ′ < t ]:

E
[

e
∣

∣t ′ < t
]

= 0.9 ·
k2 − t2

so

4M
+0.1 ·

2sec−M− k
2

·χ(k, tso) . (24)

Equations 16 and 24 allow us to complete our analysis by deriving a closed formula for the average

10For easy of reading, we omit of explicitly indicating the conditions who this average value obeys. However, they are
explicitly shown in Equation 20.

11Also in this case, we omit of explicitly indicating the conditions who this average value obeys.
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value of d. Specifically, Equation 15 becomes as follows:

d =
1
2

(

M2 − t2
so

4M
+0.9 ·

k2 − t2
so

4M
+0.1 ·

2sec−M− k
2

·χ(k, tso)

)

. (25)

Then, by recalling the definition of χ(k, tso), Equation 25 can be expressed as:

d ≡ d (M, tso) =











0.169 ·M−0.238 · t2
so
M +50msec if 1sec−0.9 ·M > tso

0.216 ·M−0.238 · t2
so
M otherwise

. (26)

Finally, it must be noted that all the above equations rely on the assumption that M > k ≥ tso holds.

More generally, it is easy to show that d is as shown in Theorem 4. This concludes the proof of

Theorem 4.
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